Sub: Police Estt: Transfer and posting of police personnel-Order issued

Ref: 1. This office CO NO 223/2019 dtd 26/02/2019
    2. DO NO 225/2019 dtd 17/03/2019 of DPC TVPM Rural

In pursuance of the order cited, Sri. Midhun MS 6549 TVPM Rural and Sri. Athual Kumar S 6525 TVPM Rural is transferred and posted to TVPM City. They have reported to duty in this unit on the FN of 20/03/2019. As such, they are admitted to this unit w.e.f 20/03/2019 FN and posted to DHQ TVPM City. CMT DHQ will admit the incumbent. He will also make necessary entries in iaps strength module and report compliance.

23-03-2019
KORI SANJAYKUMAR GURUDIN IPS,
District Police Chief

To: The Individual

Copy To: The SPC for information (with C/L)
         The IGP Range for information (with C/L)
         DCP TVPM Rural for information
         CMT DHQ TVPM City for information and necessary action
         Sr.AA/Manager/AO for information
         All JS/Section for information and necessary action